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Purpose of review

There is an increasing recognition that the management of osteoporosis requires the characterization of
fracture risk to be based on absolute risk rather than single measures such as bone mineral density (BMD).
FRAX, the most widely used tool that incorporates clinical risk factors with or without BMD, was launched
in 2008. This brief review addresses the development of FRAX since then and describes some of the issues
that continue to be discussed as FRAX plays an increasing role in clinical practice.

Recent findings

FRAX is a platform technology that will continue to develop. High-quality updated epidemiology of fracture
and mortality can lead to recalibration of models. The addition of new risk factors is complex as the
process requires validation in an international setting as well as a comprehensive assessment of how such
new factors interact with the existing FRAX variables. Nonetheless, clinical interpretation can be enhanced
by taking into account the potential adjustments of FRAX probabilities and several of these are described.

Summary

FRAX is being incorporated in an increasing number of clinical guidelines, and assessment and intervention
thresholds have been provided to instruct clinical decision-making. There is an increasing body of evidence
that patients deemed at highest risk of fracture by FRAX, with or without the use of BMD, will overlap
significantly with those identified by previous guidelines and will respond to appropriate osteoporosis
therapy.
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INTRODUCTION

The ultimate aim of osteoporosis clinical manage-
ment is to reduce the incidence of fractures in those
identified to be at highest risk. The important role of
bone mineral density (BMD) in defining osteoporo-
sis and assessing fracture risk tool was recognized by
the WHO in 1994 [1]. Since then, treatment de-
cisions have largely been driven by a combination
of clinical judgment and the BMD value, expressed
as the T-score. In the context of fracture risk assess-
ment, prospective studies [2,3] with BMD, usually
measured by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry
(DXA), indicate that the risk of fracture approxi-
mately doubles for each standard deviation (SD)
reduction in BMD. However, the measurement of
BMD, like any prognostic risk factor in a multifac-
torial disease, only captures a component of the
likelihood of the outcome. Thus, in osteoporosis,
BMD captures a minority of the fracture risk, for
example, the increase in hip fracture risk with age is
approximately seven times greater than expected on
the basis of age-related BMD loss alone. Thus, inter-
vention thresholds based on BMD alone lack sensi-
tivity over most reasonable assumptions – that is,
iams & Wilkins. Unautho
the detection rate is low [4]. The use of clinical risk
factors (CRFs) that add information on fracture risk
independently of BMD improves the sensitivity of
the assessment for any specificity [4]. Over the past
decade, several groups have developed tools that
make use of this approach [5–7], most notably the
FRAX tool (www.shef.ac.uk/FRAX) (Fig. 1). FRAX is a
computer-based tool that integrates clinical infor-
mation in men and women, with or without femoral
neck BMD, to calculate the 10-year probability of a
major osteoporotic fracture (distal forearm, proxi-
mal humerus, clinical spine and hip) and hip frac-
ture alone [5]. Uniquely, it is calibrated to the local
epidemiology of fracture and mortality within
countries and, in some cases, within ethnicities.
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KEY POINTS

� Osteoporosis management should be directed by
absolute fracture risk rather than BMD alone.

� FRAX, the most widely used prediction algorithm, is
able to incorporate the updated epidemiology of
fracture and mortality.

� There is increasing awareness of the ways in which
FRAX probabilities may be adjusted to aid in clinical
decision-making.

� Patients identified by high FRAX probabilities, with or
without BMD, overlap significantly with those identified
under current guidelines and are responsive
to treatment.
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Currently, it is available in 50 models for 45
countries and the website has been translated into
19 languages (FRAX version 3.6). Approximately
2.8 milllion calculations are processed by the
website each year. FRAX has also been incorporated
Copyright © Lippincott Williams & Wilkins. Unau

FIGURE 1. Screenshot for input of data and output of results in
www.shef.ac.uk/FRAX). With permission of the WHO Collaborat
Sheffield Medical School, UK.
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into DXA scanners to provide FRAX probabilities at
the time of BMD measurement. For those without
internet access, desktop versions of FRAX can be
downloaded (www.who-frax.org) and an appli-
cation for the iPhone or iPad has been developed
by the International Osteoporosis Foundation (IOF)
(http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/frax/id370146412?
mt=8). A FRAX pad is also available in several
languages from the IOF (www.iofbonehealth.org)
to capture patients’ risk variables prior to medical
consultation. The purpose of this short review is
to provide an update on the developments of the
FRAX tool since its launch in April 2008 and to
discuss some of the issues around its clinical
interpretation.
EPIDEMIOLOGY AND UPDATING FRAX

The core algorithms within FRAX have been derived
from meta-analyses of primary data on CRFs from
prospective population-based studies of fracture risk
[5,8–14]. These analyses permitted the interdepend-
ence of each of the risk factors for outcomes
thorized reproduction of this article is prohibited.
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of fracture and mortality to be examined and com-
bined for clinical use.

The need for calibration of any fracture
algorithm is driven by the significant variability
in hip fracture and mortality rates throughout
the world [15

&

,16]. The minimum requirement to
construct a country-specific FRAX model is the
availability of high-quality, representative hip
fracture incidence data. Where possible, the ideal
is to also have country-specific, age-specific and sex-
specific rates of other major osteoporotic fractures
(clinical vertebral, humerus and distal forearm).
Frequently such data are not available, so that the
FRAX model is constructed using age-specific and
sex-specific ratios of hip to these other fractures. In
the absence of high-quality, national hip fracture
data, a country-specific FRAX model can be built
using hip fracture incidence rates from a surrogate
country, but with incorporation of country-specific
mortality rates. Changing fracture and mortality
rates and improved quality of data are expected over
time, so that periodic review of country-specific
fracture rates is recommended. Since the launch
of FRAX in 2008, updated epidemiology has been
incorporated into a number of models, for example,
the USA [17].
CONSIDERATIONS AROUND RISK
FACTORS IN FRAX

FRAX should not be considered as a gold standard
in patient assessment, but rather as a reference
platform that can be developed. FRAX risk factors,
well recognized independent contributors to
fracture risk, were purposefully selected to be
limited in number and easily captured, but this
simplicity has engendered some criticism, for
example, FRAX only accommodates a yes or no
response to the question of glucocorticoid exposure
and does not take account of the extent of exposure.
Similar examples of ‘dose–response’ include the
number of prior fractures, the consumption of
alcohol and ranges of severity of disease, parti-
cularly rheumatoid arthritis. These apparent
limitations and their implications have recently
been addressed in a joint exercise between the
International Society of Clinical Densitometry
(ISCD) and the IOF [18

&

,19
&&

,20
&&

,21
&

]. This exercise
recognized that adjustment of FRAX would require
information not only on fracture risk associated
with these exposures but also their inter-depend-
ence on the other FRAX risk variables and their
independent effect on mortality. Such information
will be derived from future population cohorts, but
in the meantime available research can temper
clinical judgement [20

&&

] and interpretation and
opyright © Lippincott Williams & Wilkins. Unautho
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examples related to rheumatology are discussed
briefly below.
Long-term use of oral glucocorticoids

An example of a potential adjustment to FRAX
probabilities has recently been published for oral
glucocorticoids [22

&&

]. This made the assumption
that ever glucocorticoid use captured in FRAX is
comparable to an average dose and duration of
exposure to glucocorticoids as found in the studies
of the UK General Practice Research Database
(GPRD) [23–25]. The recent analysis explored the
possible impact of different doses of glucocorticoids
to that of the medium daily dose (2.5–7.5 mg pre-
dnisolone or equivalent) on fracture probability
using the UK FRAX model and the fracture risks
reported in GPRD. By the design of the analysis, the
unadjusted FRAX value can be used at medium
doses. For low-dose exposure (<2.5 mg daily), the
probability of a major fracture was decreased by
about 20% depending on age, whereas for high
doses (>7.5 mg daily), probabilities can be upward
revised by about 15% [22

&&

]. Conversion factors
were also determined for the adjustment of hip
fracture probability. It is important to note the
limitations of this early approach to adjusting FRAX
and caution should be exercised until the adjust-
ment factors are independently validated. Other
considerations need to be borne in mind, including
the potential impact of the underlying disease on
fracture risk independently of glucocorticoid
therapy. There is reasonable evidence, for example,
that chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)
itself is a risk factor for fracture, so that the associ-
ation with low-dose glucocorticoids may not be
causal [26]. Currently, the best evidence of an inde-
pendent effect on fracture risk for an underlying
disease is that for rheumatoid arthritis, but the
interplay between disease severity and fracture is
less well established.
Severity of rheumatoid arthritis

Although functional disability has been associated
with increased fracture risk in patients with rheuma-
toid arthritis, evidence is limited that more severe or
active disease is associated with a greater fracture
risk [27

&

]. Apart from glucocorticoids, there is little
evidence that therapies for rheumatoid arthritis
adversely affect fracture risk. Indeed, anti-TNF thera-
pies have consistently maintained or improved
BMD and may decrease fracture risk [28

&

,29]. Inter-
estingly, the risk associated with rheumatoid arthri-
tis from the FRAX cohorts is likely to be diluted by
patients over-reporting the condition, but this
rized reproduction of this article is prohibited.
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underestimation may be partly offset by improving
the efficacy of therapies for rheumatoid arthritis.
POTENTIAL ADJUSTMENTS TO FRAX
PROBABILITIES

Many clinicians have a wish list of risk factors
not considered in FRAX, including increasing the
number of causes of secondary osteoporosis, the
inclusion of falls risk, bone turnover markers and
lumbar spine BMD. Given the proviso recognized in
the ISCD/IOF review that new, high-quality data are
required to modify the algorithms, consideration
can be given to potential methods of adjusting
the probability outcomes rather than the FRAX
models themselves.

More than 80 causes of secondary osteoporosis
were noted in the U.S. Surgeon General’s report on
osteoporosis, of which only a minority are described
in FRAX [30]. As stated earlier, with the exception of
rheumatoid arthritis, FRAX assumes that their
effects on fracture risk can usually be explained by
the effect of the disease to decrease BMD. This may
change as the evidence base improves. For example,
recent studies [26,31

&

] suggest that type-2 diabetes
mellitus may influence fracture risk independently
of FRAX probabilities and COPD may have BMD-
independent effects on fracture risk.

The lack of prior falls as a distinct risk variable in
FRAX is a frequent criticism [32

&

]. Several problems
need to be overcome, primarily related to the incon-
sistent capture of falls risk within the FRAX and
other cohorts, but also to lack of international data
on falls risk and its interaction with FRAX variables
and mortality. For example, the construct of ques-
tions on prior falls is very heterogeneous with a
Copyright © Lippincott Williams & Wilkins. Unau
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marked impact on the apparent prevalence of falls
(Fig. 2). It is important to note that falls risk is
partially, if indirectly, taken into account in the
algorithm, given the association between some of
the FRAX variables and falls (e.g. age, prior fracture
and excess alcohol intake). Until better data are
available, it is reasonable to assume that individuals
who fall more frequently than the average are likely
to have a higher fracture probability than that pro-
vided by FRAX [19

&&

]. The obverse is, of course,
also true.

There are a number of limitations to the incorp-
oration of bone turnover markers into risk predic-
tion models, including biological variability and
multiple methodologies used for the same analyte
[33

&&

]. The associations between markers and frac-
ture outcomes have been heterogeneous, and there
are little or no data examining the interactions
between the markers and other FRAX variables in
an international perspective [33

&&

].
The femoral neck is the only skeletal region of

interest currently validated for use with FRAX. For
any given age and BMD, the fracture risk is approxi-
mately the same in men and women so that the
T-score used in FRAX is derived from a single
reference standard (the NHANES III database for
female Caucasians aged 20–29 years) [3,34,35].
Although the lumbar spine BMD or T-score cannot
be substituted for those at the femoral neck, there
are situations where consideration of a large discor-
dance between the two sites in individuals might
enhance the accuracy of risk assessment. In a recent
exploration of the potential adjustment, there was
an approximately 10% change in fracture risk for
each unit of T-score discordance [36

&

]. On this
basis, the authors proposed that the clinician may
thorized reproduction of this article is prohibited.
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‘Increase/decrease FRAX estimate for a major
fracture by one-tenth for each rounded T-score
difference between the lumbar spine and femoral
neck’. This rule may provide some guidance for
physicians, particularly for those reporting on
patients with probabilities lying close to an inter-
vention threshold, but requires external validation
in independent cohorts.
FRAX, TREATMENT RESPONSIVENESS
AND GUIDELINES

An important consideration in the design of FRAX
was to identify a fracture risk that is amenable to
therapeutic intervention. Despite wide acceptance
of the tool, there has been controversy surrounding
the use of FRAX in targeting therapies without
ensuring that BMD is low. This reflects the fact
that the entry criteria for most, but not all, clinical
trials of fracture prevention have been based upon
the presence of a reduced BMD. Differences in
interpretation of these data have largely been
accommodated by differences in international
guideline recommendations around treatment
directed by FRAX in the absence of a BMD test
[37–39]. It is important to note that the CRFs
in FRAX are not totally independent of BMD.
Indeed, there is a weak but significant correlation
between the CRF score for hip fracture (assessed
without BMD) and BMD at the femoral neck
(r¼�0.25) [40]. This indicates that the selection
of individuals with the use of FRAX, without
knowledge of BMD, will preferentially select those
with low BMD and that the higher the fracture
probability, the lower will be the BMD (Fig. 3)
[41,42

&&

]. A large body of data on a wide variety
of interventions indicates that treatment effects,
opyright © Lippincott Williams & Wilkins. Unautho
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with the possible exception of alendronate, are
not dependent on baseline BMD. These data
strongly suggest that FRAX identifies high-risk
patients who respond to pharmaceutical interven-
tions, a finding that has been confirmed in an
increasing number of post hoc analyses of fracture
trials [43

&

,44
&

,45–47].
CONCLUSION

As ever, clinical judgement cannot be replaced by
any algorithm. Much discussion continues around
the development of guidelines incorporating
FRAX. Some have stated, perhaps perversely, that
the use of probability is ageist and prevents
fracture prevention therapy in the very elderly;
they argue that a higher risk, calculated without
accounting for mortality, would prompt treat-
ment. The flaw in this interpretation is that it
assumes that clinical judgement can only be
applied in the case of fracture incidence (i.e. decid-
ing not to treat a high-risk elderly person because
of concomitant morbidities and poor life-expect-
ancy), whereas exactly the same clinical judge-
ment cannot be used to decide to treat an older
person with a slightly lower probability but better
life-expectancy.

Of the various fracture risk tools available, FRAX
has a number of advantages. With regard to clinical
utility, it has been incorporated in an increasing
number of clinical guidelines so that assessment
and intervention thresholds have been provided
to instruct clinical decision-making (e.g. www.
shef.ac.uk/NOGG). Furthermore, in contrast to
many other algorithms, there is an increasing body
of evidence that patients deemed at highest risk of
fracture by FRAX, with or without the use of BMD,
rized reproduction of this article is prohibited.
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will overlap significantly with those identified by
previous guidelines and will respond to appropriate
osteoporosis therapy.
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